This is a progress report on the extension of the analysis of [1] to constructing a complete list of O(q 4 ) terms in the presence of external fields, and including isospin-violation directly within Heavy Baryon Chiral Perturbation Theory (HBChPT) without having to first construct the relativistic BChPT Lagrangian and then carry out the 1 m -reduction. In addition to a phase rule to implement all symmetries including charge conjugation invariance directly at the nonrelativistic level, generalized Jacobi identities, curvature relation (that relates the commutator of two covariant derivatives to a linear combination of the traceless and isosinglet field strengths and the commutator of two axial vector building blocks), Schouten's identity and the relationship between the antisymmetrized covariant derivative -axial-(building block) vector commutator and another traceless field strength, are used to ensure linear independence of the terms and their low energy coupling constants. We first construct O(q 4 ) terms for off-shell nucleons, and then perform the on-shell reduction, again within HBChPT.
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Introduction
and pion-field-dependent ("D µ , u ν , χ ± , F ± µν , v (s) µν ") building blocks defined below:
where ψ ≡ Dirac spinor and m ≡ the nucleon mass;
v µ ≡ nucleon veclocity,
where τ ∈ nucleon isospin generators;
µ is the isosinglet vector field needed to generate the electromagnetic current (See [6] )); 
A systematic path integral derivation for L HBChPT based on a paper by Mannel et al [10] , starting from L BChPT was first given by Bernard et al [7] . As shown by them, after integrating out h from the generating functional, one arrives at L HBChPT :
an expression in the upper components only i.e. for non-relativistic nucleons. So the terms of L HBChPT in this paper are given as operators on the H-spinors. For off-shell nucleons, γ 0 B † γ 0 C −1 B ∈ A, and hence, listing A-type terms will suffice.
The phase rule derived in [5] can be modified to include external fields. After doing so, one gets: HBChPT terms (that are Lorentz scalar -isoscalars of even parity) made hermitian using a prescription for constructing hermitian (anti-)commutators discussed in [5] , consisting of q χ − 's, P [ , ]'s, j (which can take only the values 0 or 1) ǫ µνρλ 's, kv 
In [5] for k = t = u = 0, (6) was used to generate complete lists up to O(q 3 ) in the absence of external vector and axial-vector fields. In this paper, the same phase rule is used to construct complete lists of O(q 4 ) including external fields. Let A, B, C, D be operators chosen from the pion-field dependent building blocks of (4) . In what follows, and especially in Section 3, use will be made of a notation of [11] (4)), the following is the complete list of O(q 4 , φ 2n ) terms (using (6)):
where it is understood that of all the possible terms implied by (i)(A, (B, (C, D))), (i)((A, B), (C, D)) and (i)(A, (B, C)), only those that are allowed by (6) 
The list (7) holds good for O(q 4 , φ 2n+1 ) terms with the difference that there is an additional factor of i multiplying the terms in (i), (ii) and (vi), and the i in (iii), (iv) and (v), is absent. The reason for including i only in some combinations of terms has to do with imposing charge conjugation invariance along with other symmetries directly within HBChPT (See [5] ). The terms of (7) and their analogs for O(q 4 , φ 2n+1 ) are not all independent since they can be related by a number of linear relations: see next section (and [5] for O(q 3 )).
Further Reduction due to Algebraic identities
In this section, we discuss further reduction in addition to the ones obtained from (6) . The main result from [5] is that one need not consider trace-dependent terms in SU(2) HBChPT if one assumes isospin conservation. Given that isospin violation enters only via χ ± , thus, χ ± -independent trace-dependent O(q 4 ) terms can be eliminated in preference for χ ± -independent trace-independent terms. We discuss reduction due to algebraic identities in the various categories of (7) . Some of the algebraic reductions require one to consider more than one category at a time, e.g., for O(q 4 , φ 2n ) terms, the generalized Jacobi identities in (15) require one to consider (i), (i)(A ↔ B), (ii).
One can show that ( [11] ):
The first relation, referred to as the curvature relation, will be used extensively in conjunction with some generalized Jacobi identities and Schouten's identity discussed below. As a consequence of (9), we will choose to always write
µν . As a consequence of (10) (10) is that in the absence of external fields, the commutator of the covariant derivative and the axial-vector building block is symmetric in the Lorentz indecessomething missed in [1] .
Further, another source of major reduction in number of terms is the Schouten's identity:
where X µ is any arbitrary (axial)vector. It is because of the curvature relation that one requires to consider, e.g., some ( . Due to Schouten's identity, e.g., the aforementioned 7-tuples with ǫ µνρλ v ρ S λ and ǫ µνρλ S λ v· (where v ρ is contracted with a building block) are required to be considered together.
Finally, the O(q 2 ) pion eom will be used for reduction in the number of linearly independent terms: 
This includes (i) − (iv) of (7). All terms in each of the first four types (of terms) in (7) 
only three of the four terms in (i) of equation (7), are linearly independent. Similarly, using
only three of the four terms in (ii) of equation (7), are linearly independent. There are some reductions possible due to some generalized Jacobi identities by considering : (i), (i)(A ↔ B), (ii) of (7)(≡ ǫ µνρλ -independent terms), and (iii), (iii)(A ↔ B), (iv) of (7) (≡ ǫ µνρλ -dependent terms). The reason why one can not hope to get reductions by considering any other pairs of types of terms in (i) − (iv) (in (7)), is because one can get (linear) algebraic relationships only between those terms which are (both) independent of (have) an overall factor of i.
(i), (i)(A ↔ B), (ii) of (7) One can show the following 6 generalized Jacobi identities:
Further, one can apply the following to (B, (C, D)) contained in (A, (B, (C, D))):
and:
The three identities in (17) are similar to the ones that occur in SUSY graded Lie algebra for B, D ≡ fermionic and C ≡ bosonic fields, B, C ≡ fermionic and D ≡ bosonic fields, and B, C, D ≡ fermionic fields, respectively. 
One needs to do a careful counting of the total number of identities that one can write down using (15) and (9), and the total number of terms in those identities. 
(iii), (iii)(A ↔ B) and (iv); (vi) of (7) One can show the following generalized Jacobi identities to be true:
Again one can apply the generalized Jacobi-iieuntities (16) and (17) 
Analogous to (18) and (19), one needs to do a careful counting of the total number of identities that one can write down using (20), and (9), and the total number of terms in those identities.
A similar analysis can be carried out for terms with v ↔ S in (21). However, due to (11) , this set of terms has to be considered in conjunction with (22) 
The identities in (16) are also used in, e.g., 
A similar analysis can be carried out for terms with (
, one will need to consider the following relations:
At least one of k, p, q, t, u is = 0 in (4):(A, (B, C)) This includes (v) and (vi) of (7). (v) of (7) The identities in (17) are used in, e.g., ǫ µνρλ -independent (1,1,0,1,0,0,0)-type terms. When applying (17) to (2,0,1,0,0,0,0), because of (9), one will need to consider the following terms together:
In this subsection, we consider the reduction in the number of O(q 4 , φ 2n+1 ) terms because of algebraic identities. The discussion in this subsection will be much briefer than the preceding (subsection).
(i) − (iv) of (7) ′ (1) The identities (15) are the same for O(q 4 , φ 2n+1 ) except for an overall factor of i. We will denote the analogue of (15) for O(q 4 , φ 2n+1 ) terms as (15) ′ .
2 Using it together with and (9), one sees that one needs to consider the following set of terms together:
Using (16) ′ and (17) ′ , one needs to consider (a) − (e) together. Similarly, using (15)′ and (9) ′ , one needs to consider simultaneously
Using ( (9) and (11), one sees that one has to consider the following sets of terms together:
At least one of k, p, q, t, u is = 0 in (4):(A, (B, C)) (v) of (7) ′ Using (9) and (17) ′ , one sees that one will have to consider the following set of terms together:
(vi) of (7) ′ Using (16) ′ , one sees that one will have to consider the following set of terms together:
Note that because of parity constraints and the algebra of the S µ s (See [5] ), there are no Levi Civita-dependent (2,0,0,1,0,0,0)-, (0,2,0,1,0,0,0)-and (1,1,1,0,0,0,0)-type terms.
Isospin Violation
As noted in Section 3, isospin violation enters via χ ± , we thus need to reconsider the (m, n, p, q, t, u, k) with p or q = 0. We will also have to include trace-dependent terms for these type of terms. The following identities are used in arriving at terms in Table 2 :
4 The Lists of Independent Terms in L HBChPT (off-shell nucleons)
In this section, using (6) , and the algebraic reductions of Section 3, we list all possible A-type terms of O(q 4 , φ 2n ), and O(q 4 , φ 2n+1 ) in Tables 1 and 2 , that are allowed by (6) and have not been eliminated in Section 3. As noted in Section 2 (and [5] ), for off-shell nucleons, γ 0 B † γ 0 C −1 B ∈ A. Hence, it is sufficient to list only A-type terms (for off-shell nucleons).
Using the algebraic identities of Section 3, if we end up with m independent identities in n(> m) terms, then we can take (n − m) linearly independent terms. Even though the phase rule (6) and linear independence of terms are sufficient for listing terms in the O(q 4 ) HBChPT Lagrangian for off-shell nucleons, however, if for a given choice of terms and group of terms in (7), we find similar group of terms in [8] , then while listing the (n − m) terms, preference is given to including terms that also figure in Table 1 of [8] . The reason for doing the same is that this allows for an easy identification of the finite terms, given that the divergent (counter) terms have been worked out in [8] .
In tables 1 (that one gets if one assumes isospin symmetry) and 2 (that one gets if one includes isospin violation), the allowed 7-tuples (m, n, p, q, t, u, k) are listed along with the corresponding terms. The main aim is to find the number of finite O(q 4 ) terms, given that the UV divergent terms have already been worked out in [8] . For this purpose, the terms in tables 1 and 2 are labeled as F denoting the finite terms and D denoting the divergent terms. For the purpose of comparison with [8] , we have also indicated which terms in Overall, one gets 27 finite and 79 divergent (counter) terms at O(q 4 ).
On-shell reduction
In this section, we discuss the derivation of the on-shell O(q 4 ) L HBChPT , directly within HBChPT using the techniques of [5] .
The main result obtained in [5] extended to include external fields in the context of complete on-shell reduction within HBChPT was the following rule:
A − type terms of the formHS · DOH + h.c.
In (31)
where
Assuming that Lorentz invariance, parity and hermiticity have been implemented, the choice of the factors of i in (31) automatically incorporates the phase rule (6) . In (31), it is only the contractions of the building blocks that has been indicated. Also, traces have not been indicated. It is understood that all (anti-)commutators in the HBChPT Lagrangian are to be expanded out until one hits the first D µ , so that the A-type HBChPT term can be put in the formHO µ D µ H +h.c.
The complete on-shell O(q 4 ) HBChPT Lagrangian can be shown to be given by:
Using B
(OS≡on-shell) one gets:
Using (34) and C
OS , and eliminating all terms proportional to the nonrelativistic eom by field redefinition of H, one gets:
Similarly, using:
and
and eliminating all terms proportional to the nonrelativistic eom by field redefinition of H, one sees that:
Using:
1 2m
and eliminating all terms proportional to the nonrelativistic eom by field redefinition of H, one gets:
The set {β i } can be related to the set {b i } of [6] .
Conclusion
A complete list of O(q 4 ) terms for off-shell nucleons was obtained working within HBChPT using a phase rule obtained in [5] , along with reductions from algebraic identities. We also obtain the on-shell O(q 4 ) terms, again within the framework of HBChPT. For off-shell nucleons, one gets a total of 106 O(q 4 ) terms (given in Tables 1 and 2 ). Of these 27 are finite. Contrary to what is claimed in [9] , the earlier version of this paper itself contained (overcomplete) list of terms including external fields. Besides, the whole point of this paper (and that of [1] and [5] ) is to carry out the 1/m-reduction without actually doing it; this is carried out by developing a method of imposing charge conjugation invariance directly within the nonrelativistic framework in terms of a phase rule (6) that can be used directly within HBChPT. Also, once having obtained the list of nonrelativistic terms, constructing their relativistic counterparts (for reasons given in [9] ) can easily be done by following [5] . We are getting fewer terms than the ones given in [9] . Also, instead of working with symmetrized and anti-symmetrised commutators of D µ and u ν , we use (10) to eliminate F − µν altogether. 
